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Chairman Johnson, Ranking Member Peters and members of the
Committee:
Welcome to New York City, my hometown.
Accompanied by my predecessors Mike Chertoff and Janet Napolitano, I
welcome the opportunity to testify at this field hearing in lower Manhattan, in
conjunction with the 18th anniversary of the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Senators
Johnson and Carper will recall that on the 14th anniversary of 9/11, they
accompanied me to the annual observance in Shanksville, Pennsylvania.
Like millions of others, 9/11 is painful and significant to me. I am a New
Yorker, I was in New York City on 9/11, and I personally witnessed the collapse
of the two towers. 9/11 also happens to be my birthday. Out of that day 18 years
ago came my personal commitment to national security. In the years that followed
I served as General Counsel of the Department of Defense (2009-2012) and
Secretary of Homeland Security (2013-2017). Three years ago, on the 15th
anniversary of 9/11, I presided at the ceremony to welcome the federal
government back to One World Trade Center. My DHS office in New York City
sat on the 50th floor of that building.
Any assessment of today’s homeland security must include an assessment
of today’s Department of Homeland Security.
I confess that I view today’s DHS with despair and dismay. The
Department appears to be under constant siege, in constant crisis, suffering from
management upheaval and leadership vacancies, and crippled, attacked and
constantly sued for the abrupt launch of ill-conceived, controversial immigration
policies. More so than ever before, DHS is now villainized and politically
radioactive. There are public calls for a boycott of private businesses that contract
with DHS, while certain elected officials call for the outright elimination of certain
components of DHS, if not DHS in its entirety.
In the current environment, it is easy to forget that DHS is responsible for
the vital missions of protecting the American people and their homeland from the
land, sea, and air and in cyberspace. The Coast Guard performs vital maritime
safety, national security, law enforcement, and counterdrug functions. The Secret
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Service protects the President and others. TSA provides aviation security to over
two million people per day. FEMA is the Nation’s disaster response agency. The
NCCIC is the U.S. government’s primary information exchange hub for the
nation’s cybersecurity. These are matters in which politics should play little role,
and around which there should bipartisan consensus and support. Yet the
Department and its leadership appear to be overwhelmed by the politically
contentious and emotional immigration mission and the crises that have existed on
the southern border – to the exclusion, I fear, of all of these other important
homeland security missions.
For the Nation’s Cabinet-level department charged with protecting the
homeland, it shouldn’t be this way.
Here, in some key areas, are my assessments of the state of our homeland
security in 2019:
Terrorism
The threat of terrorism on our homeland still exists. But the nature of the
threat has evolved significantly in the 18 years since 9/11.
Through the good efforts of our military, intelligence, and law enforcement
communities, the threat of large-scale terrorist-directed attacks on our homeland
launched from abroad, by either Al Qaeda or ISIS, has been seriously degraded.
Including during my time at the Department of Defense in President Obama’s first
term, we took the fight to the enemy overseas, and many of Al Qaeda’s leaders are
now captured or dead. During President Obama’s second term and continuing into
the Trump Administration, our military, aligned with an international coalition,
has beat back the size and strength of much of ISIS’s self-proclaimed caliphate in
Iraq and Syria. But ISIS is far from defeated, as recent and alarming reports
indicate a resurgence by that group.1 The attack that killed 63 at a wedding in
Afghanistan last month is a stark reminder of that fact.2
Meanwhile, we now also live with the threat of smaller scale terroristinspired attacks across the homeland. These style of attacks most often involve a
lone actor inspired by something he sees or reads on the internet. These have
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ranged from attacks on the Boston Marathon (2013)3 to ISIS-inspired attacks in
San Bernardino (2015),4 Chattanooga (2015)5 and Orlando (2016).6 More
recently, there has been a surge in violent attacks inspired by right-wing
extremism/white nationalism. In fact, violence in this country inspired by rightwing extremism now outpaces violence inspired by ISIS and/or Al Qaeda.7
DHS’s original counterterrorism model from 2002 is now outdated. DHS
was created to be the Cabinet-level department of government that would regulate
all the various different ways someone or something enters our country – on the
land borders, at the ports of entry, from the sea and in the air – on the 2002-era
assumption that counterterrorism was a matter of regulating our borders.
Particularly with the advent of the internet, we must now also be on guard for
terrorist threats that originate within our borders.
In the current environment, I believe DHS and others at the federal level
must rededicate themselves to the following:
First, through JTTFs, fusion centers and the like, DHS should continue
efforts to partner with the FBI and other federal, state, and local law enforcement
agencies to detect, investigate, prosecute, and prevent domestic-based terrorist
threats before they mature.
Second, DHS must continue grants to state and local homeland security
efforts. The risk factors on which DHS bases its awards must be continually reevaluated to meet the evolving threat environment, free of parochial political
influences. This includes continued support for active-shooter training exercises
by local law enforcement and private security operations.
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Third, DHS should continue efforts to promote public awareness and
vigilance, and continue to partner with public and private “If You See Something
Say Something”™ campaigns. In a free society, law enforcement cannot be
everywhere to detect trouble; evidence shows that public awareness and vigilance
do make a difference.
Fourth, DHS should rededicate itself to efforts at countering domesticbased violent extremism at the national level, and through support for state and
local efforts. This must include grants to viable local community programs
dedicated to countering violent extremism, including right-wing extremism.
Fifth, meaningful homeland security in this country must include additional
gun safety laws and regulations consistent with the Second Amendment. Given
the persistent plague of mass shootings in America, we must accept that tighter
gun safety restrictions are indispensable to our homeland security. The proposals
to further restrict the ability of those who are dangerous and deranged to obtain a
gun are well developed, and I need not recount them here. Our continued failure
to address these measures is inexcusable in my view.
Finally, our leaders can also contribute to public safety simply by restoring
civility to the current divisive political rhetoric. Like it or not, those who
command a large public audience set the tone for all the rest of us, and the public
does follow the examples they set. One cannot read the writings left by Paul
Hasson (the self-proclaimed white supremacist arrested in February for plotting to
kill various political and public figures)8 and Paul Crusius (arrested last month for
shooting 22 people in El Paso)9 and not come away with the impression that these
individuals believed in their own deranged mind that an element of our political
leadership would condone their violence.
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Those who occupy or seek political office, or otherwise command a large
audience, have in my view a civic and moral responsibility to elevate the civility
of our political discourse and avoid rhetoric that will stoke intolerance, prejudice,
and fear. A downward spiral in the civility of our leaders’ discourse lowers the
bar for all the rest of us, makes the previously intolerable tolerable, and for the
deranged few who lurk among us, violence inevitable.
Cybersecurity
Cyber threats to our homeland continue to grow in pace, severity and
sophistication. Whether nations-states or cyber criminals (including those who
engage in the growing Ransomware industry), bad cyber actors are increasingly
aggressive and ingenious, while those on cyber defense struggle to keep up. On
my watch we strengthened the role of the NCCIC, established an automated
information-sharing capability between the private sector and the NCCIC, and
worked with Congress to enact the National Cybersecurity Protection
Advancement Act,10 the Federal Information Security Modernization Act of
2014,11 the Cybersecurity Act of 2015,12 and other new laws.13 I am pleased that
in 2018 Congress acted on DHS’s long-standing request to create a Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency within DHS.14 There is much more to do.
Without a doubt, Russian interference in the 2016 election highlighted a
new form of cyber threat. The hacks into the DNC represented not just a cyber
theft, but a weaponization of that stolen material for purposes of foreign influence
on voter attitudes. The scanning, probing and infiltration of voter registration data
highlighted the vulnerability of state election systems. The masked foreign
dissemination of fake news and extremist views in the U.S. revealed that our
strength as an open society is also our vulnerability.
Following my January 2017 designation of election infrastructure in this
country as critical infrastructure, it appears DHS has been working effectively
with state election officials to improve their cybersecurity. 15 This is good news.
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Though I am not in a position to endorse specific legislation, I generally support
federal legislation to further assist states in their election cybersecurity efforts.16
Intelligence reports indicate that Russian efforts to influence our democracy
continue unabated.17 There can be no complete line of defense against such
activity; it is therefore up to the U.S. government, the current Administration, and
the current President to impose costs for cyberattacks by nation-states sufficient to
serve as deterrents. All nation-states – whether democracies, monarchies, or
communist regimes – respond to sufficient deterrents that render bad behavior cost
prohibitive. When it comes to Russian efforts to interfere in our democracy, it
appears that our government has yet to impose those appropriate costs. Though
Congress and the Trump Administration have imposed considerable sanctions on
the Russians, and President Trump’s subordinates sound dire alarms that “our
democracy itself is in the crosshairs,”18 the President himself appears to not take
the threat seriously, barely acknowledges it exists, and has yet to communicate
directly to President Putin in any serious way that the U.S. will not stand for it any
further.
Immigration
Finally, no discussion of DHS is complete without a reference to the
immigration mission. Immigration is the most difficult, emotional and contentious
issue I have dealt with in public life. In private life I have sought to be a voice of
common sense on this issue.
One of the hard lessons I learned managing the problem of illegal
immigration for three years is that border security and so-called “consequence
delivery” enforcement measures alone will not in the long run deter those
desperate to flee the poverty and violence in Central America. Public
pronouncements about building a wall, “raids” in the interior, additional detention
space, changes in the asylum process, and even the zero-tolerance policy the
Trump Administration tried last year will at best serve as deterrents in the short
term only; so long as the underlying conditions of poverty and violence in Central
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America persist, illegal migration on our southern border will inevitably revert to
its longer term levels.
The problem of illegal migration from Central America must be addressed
at the source. Hardened and experienced border security experts all recognize this.
It can be done. In FY 2016, Congress began this effort with an appropriation for
aid to Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador of $750 million.19 This was a modest
start, but since 2016 the levels of funding have decreased, not increased. Earlier
this year President Trump suspended it altogether,20 which is the exact wrong
thing to do if illegal migration on our southern border is going to be addressed.
Though politically difficult, there are common sense answers to fixing our
broken immigration system. But real solutions require Congress, and
congressional action requires compromise between Republicans and Democrats.
Comprehensive immigration reform has traditionally encompassed two poles: that
we treat those who are here (including, specifically, the Dreamers) in a fair and
humane way, and that we secure our borders. This mirrors American public
sentiment, yet this consensus is drowned out in the current very loud political
debate.
Thank you again for convening this field hearing. I look forward to your
questions.
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